	
  

The MoneyMuseum Book Collection: Numismatic
Books

© MoneyMuseum
Coins have been collected in ancient times already. Books about them, however – catalogues,
descriptions, or systematics – did not emerge before the time of Renaissance and the invention of
letterpress printing by Johannes Gutenberg. The Renaissance generated widespread fascination for
knowledge, in particular about the art and culture of antiquity. Gutenberg's development of the
mechanical printing press allowed a multiplication of that knowledge in a scale hitherto unknown.
The Renaissance had a passion for collecting antiquities, among them also ancient coins. Before long,
the first numismatic compilations were printed, the most beautiful of them during the Age of
Enlightenment, the heyday of scholarship. Numismatically as interesting yet often in a less attractive
outfit are the documents that deal with coins not as collectibles, but as money. Among them are decrees
on coinage, or tables for traders or moneychangers.
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Keyser Karl des fünfften Newe Muentzordnung / Sampt
Valuierung der Guldin und Silberin Muentzen / Und darauff
ervolgtem Keyserlichen Edikt / zu Augspurg

alles im Jar M. D. LI. [1551] auffgericht und aufgangen.
Getruckt zu Meyntz, durch Juonem Schöffen

For our modern conception medieval Europe was a chaotic place. Take coinage, for instance – every
kingdom, dukedom, bishopric and city issued its own money. Moreover, only few of them really tried to
mint high-quality coins. Quite the contrary – many coin authorities used their mints as mere means if
income.
Until the 16th century, the emperors of the Holy Roman Empire did not even attempt to stop this
mischief. Only Charles V (emperor from 1519-1556) was finally powerful enough to at least try to
establish something like common order in the central European coinage.
From 1522 to 1523 preparatory discussions for a united coinage were held in Nuremberg. A year later
the first imperial decree on coinage was issued in the town of Esslingen. An imperial currency was to be
established on which the title and name of the emperor were to be the sign for consistency. Exact
instructions on the weight and the fineness of silver coins were established, and it was written down
which denominations were to be issued.
The imperial coinage decree of Esslingen was no big success, however. In 1551 it was therefore decided
to try again and issue another decree, this time in Augsburg. After long and difficult negotiations a new
coin standard was established – this time it was somewhat lower than the one before.
The imperial coinage decree of Augsburg gave exact instructions on the design of every denomination,
and made the arrangements clear by depicting all those different coins. All denominations were to bear
the imperial double-headed eagle and the value of the coin in kreuzers on a little globe on the eagle's
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chest. The reverse of the coins had to show the coat of arms and the title of the respective coinage
authority, together with the date of issue.
To leverage the new imperial coins it was necessary to link them to the already existing local currencies.
The coinage authorities where therefore allowed to continue the issue of local small coins. Yet despite
all those measures the coinage decree of Augsburg had inadequate success. The time for a unified
coinage in the Holy Roman Empire was obviously not yet ripe – it would take another 320 years until a
united German currency could finally be introduced in 1871.
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De Monetis, Et Re Nvmaria, Libri Dvo

Avthore et Collectore Clariss. Viro Renero Budelio Rvremvndano (…).
Coloniae Agrippinae, Apvd Ioannem Gymnicvm (…), Anno M. D. LXXXXI. [Cologne 1591]

"So hetten wir einen Glauben / Gott und Gerechtigkeit vor augen / Ein Ehl, Gewicht, Mass, Müntz und
Gelt / So stünd es wol in diser welt,"* goes a poem that René Budel (*c. 1540, †1597) published in
1591. Money and its weight and measure are the issues of his work, De Monetis, Et Re Numaria. The
work contains observations on the value and devaluation of money and depreciation. A number of
chapters deal with the history of coins. This monumental work also contains contributions from an
number of other authors on the same subject. This is a rare first edition of this early work on coinage.
* "If we had one faith / and God and justice before our eyes / one weight, measure, coin and currency / it would be good
with this world."
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Ordonnancie Ende Instrvctie Voor De Wisselaers

T'Antwerpen. By Hieronymus Verdussen / Drucker van de Munte (...). 1633

The Dutch have always been enterprising people. Over centuries, they produced the most coveted
woolen materials in Europe. On their markets they traded the goods of the North – crop, honey, fish,
and furs – against commodities of the South, mainly wine and salt. In the 14th century Bruges became
the most important trade and financial centre in Europe; 200 years later it was superseded by Antwerp.
Merchants from all over the world came together on those markets to sell their goods, and with them
they brought all the coins assembled on their travels. The result was a multitude of silver and gold coins
in circulation of which nobody knew the origins and values. For this reason the Dutch began very early
to collect and evaluate foreign coins. A kind of coin police developed, where newly emerging coins had
to be registered.
The coin police listed unfamiliar coins and had them regularly proclaimed in front of churches and city
halls. This coin proclamation practice ended in the late 15th century with the development of letterpress
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printing. From then on unknown coins were catalogued and published in reference books. The
ordinances primarily addressed coin professionals, as the title of this book, issued by the Antwerp
printer of the mint, Hieronymus Verdussen (*c. 1533, †1635), shows, Ordonnancie ende instructie voor
de wisselaers (Ordinance and Instruction for Moneychangers).
Early coin compendiums were merely written lists, but in time the coins in question were illustrated. For
modern numismatists and coin collectors these books are true treasures, for they contain coins that are
only known from printed sources; the originals, however, the coins themselves, have not survived the
times.
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Dissertationes De Praestantia Et Usu Numismatum
Antiquorum

Tomus Primus
Ezechielis Spanhemii
Londini, Impensis Richardi Smith (…), MDCCVI [1706]

Baron Ezechiel Spanheim (*1629, †1710) was one of the greatest scholars of his age; he was also the
Brandenburg's ambassador to France and eventually to England, where he lived out the last years of a
long and productive life. In 1664 he published his monumental treatise on coins that summarised the
accumulated learning of two centuries: the Dissertationes de praestantia et usu numismatum
antiquorum. He spent his old age enlarging the work, until he was able to publish a new volume in
London in 1706, and another that appeared posthumously in 1717.
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Der Thaler-Collection

Erste Abteilung Der Thaler-Collection Erste Abteilung Enthaltend In Sechs Scatolen Auf 36.
Tabellen Hundert und Acht Stueck Allerhand Species Reichs-Thaler / Nebst Derselben deutlichen
Erklaerung
Hamburg, bey Christian Liebezeit / 1710

Coins have been collected ever since antiquity, yet the first systematic coin collections were only
assembled in the time of Renaissance. Then, instead of "only" being considered as objects of art,
scholars started to look at coins as archeological sources of scientific evidence, too. Everybody, from
emperor to university and citizen, began to set up collections at that time. The Italian poet Francesco
Petrarca (*1304, †1374) owned a large coin collection. The St. Blasien Abbey in the Black Forest had a
coin cabinet containing about 24,000 pieces. Even the little hospice on the Great St. Bernard Pass
possessed a collection of about 10,000 coins.
The collectors soon produced the corresponding technical literature. This very rare coin catalogue was
published for the first time in 1710 in Hamburg; a second edition followed in 1739. The book
catalogues 108 imperial talers; each of them is thoroughly described and illustrated. Compilations on
talers were very popular: because talers were very large, they offered plenty of room for skillfully made
designs that often told whole tales, political programs and propaganda.
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Gotha Nvmaria, Sistens Thesavri Fridericiani Nvmismata
Antiqva, Avrea, Argentea, Aerea

Auctore Christiano Sigismvndo Liebe.
Amstelaedami, Apud R. & J. Wetstenios & G. Smith, MDCCXXX. [1730]

Europe was caught by a actual obsession for collecting in the time of Renaissance. The newly awakened
interest in the origin of Europe's culture led to a widespread occupation with antiquity. In the 16th
century numerous cabinets of curiosities or treasuries were founded, where worldly and churchly
counts, dukes and kings as well as wealthy noblemen and citizens assembled rare or curios objects.
Not only art was collected, but everything that seemed to be special or remarkable: paintings,
copperplate engravings and sculptures, books, coins, medals, astronomical or medical tools and
instruments, globes, atlases, skeletons, fossils and minerals, fine works of ivory, engraved ostrich eggs,
valuably girded coconuts, and so on.
The dukes of Saxony-Gotha indulged in collecting, too. Especially the art-minded duke Frederick II
(*1676, †1732) enlarged the stock of the ducal treasure cabinet significantly. He initiated an inventory
of the entire collection in the early 18th century, and in 1712 had the numismatic collection separated
from the rest of the art cabinet and incorporated to the ducal library. The collection of ancient coins was
inventoried, and in 1730 Gotha numaria, sistens Thesauri Fridericiani numismata antiqua was
published, the inventory of the ancient coin collection of Gotha.
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Nvmismata Graeca Populorum et Urbium

Ioh. Jacobus Gessnerus.
Tiguri. Apud Casparum Fuesslinum Pictorem [Zurich 1738]

The Age of the Enlightenment strived to collect and to catalog knowledge. An example is this beautiful,
rare volume, Numismata Graeca populorum et urbium. It is a kind of encyclopedia on coins of classic
Greek antiquity – the MoneyMuseum of the 18th century. The coin illustrations were made by the
talented and famous Zurich engraver Hans Jakob Gessner (*1677, †1737). Since the discovery of the
buried cities of Pompeii (in the 16th century) and Herculaneum (1709), European art and virtu had been
directly influenced by antiquity. Many people therefore took special interest in ancient coins.
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Reductions-Tabellen Für Kaufleute Und Geschaeftsmaenner

Zürich. Bey Orell, Füssli Und Compagnie. 1823.

The 18th and 19th centuries were a time of upheaval and of change in Europe. Emanating from
England, in the mid-18th century commenced the industrial revolution. This changed economical and
social conditions completely. Then followed the French Revolution and the conquests of Napoleon
Bonaparte – they spread the latest French ideas throughout Europe from the beginning of the 19th
century.
These changes also concerned Switzerland. In 1798 the Ancien Régime collapsed and the Helvetic
Republic was proclaimed. To get rid of the common confusion of regionally different currencies and
weight and measure standards, the Helvetic Republic introduced a decimal metering rule and the Swiss
franc of 10 batzen and 100 rappen. However, these improvements were soon given up again, which
worsend the monetary situation considerably.
All the more important were books like this one, containing tables of different coins and their exchange
rates. The converted coins in this book were all in circulation on the territory of Switzerland at that time.
Such books were issued in most countries, not only on coins, but also on regional weights and measures.
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